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• The IGD indicator is employed as selection criteria to face the challenge of the large ratio of non-dominated
solutions that exist in MaPs.

• A multi-agent system is used to model the intelligent behavior of multi-swarms.
• A new strategy of knowledge sharing based on automated negotiation is proposed.
• Empirical studies demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in solving MaOPs.
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A B S T R A C T
Most evolutionary algorithms, including particle swarm optimization (PSO), use Pareto dom-
inance as a major selection criterion and face significant challenges when dealing with many-
objective problems. To tackle this issue, this paper proposes a novel algorithm, termed: Many-
Objective PSO with Cooperative Agents (MaOPSO-CA). This exploits an Inverted Generational
Distance (IGD) indicator in two innovative ways: firstly, as a leader selection method to select
the preferable solution in terms of convergence and diversity, and, secondly, as an archiving
method to decide which non-dominated solutions are kept in a bounded archive. The proposed
strategy significantly promotes selection pressure toward the Pareto front. The results indicate
that the IGD-based selection circumvents the issue of a large ratio of non-dominated solutions
that exist in MaOPs. Moreover, a multi-swarm is investigated and modeled as a Multi-Agent
System (MAS), so that knowledge sharing among different sub-swarms is easily improved
through automated negotiation. The effectiveness of our proposed algorithm is validated with
numerous experimental studies in solving 110 benchmark testing instances with up to twenty
objectives. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the new algorithm compared
to recent state-of-the-art methods. Finally, the application of MaOPSO-CA to a challenging,
real-worldwater resource-management problem is shown to produce very encouraging results.

1. Introduction
In real life, many optimization problems have multiple conflicting objectives to optimize simultaneously. These

optimization problems are known as Multi-Objective Optimization problems (MOPs). Since the objective functions
are conflicting in nature, the improvement of one objective may lead to the deterioration of other objectives. Thus, there
is no single perfect solution for the objective function, but a set of trade-off solutions that present the Pareto-optimal
Set (PS). The mapping of the PS in an objective space is termed a Pareto-optimal Front (PF).

Over the past decades, nature-inspired heuristic algorithms, e.g., Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms
(MOEAs), have been recognized as a suitable method to approximate the PS, owing to their ability to provide a set of
trade-off solutions in a single run. Unfortunately, these algorithms encounter several challenges when the optimization
problems have more than three objectives which are referred to as a Many-objective Optimization Problem (MaOPs).

One main issue behind the degraded performance of most MOEAs is the use of Pareto dominance as the selection
criterion. When the number of objectives increases, the proportion of non-dominated solutions increases rapidly,
leading to the inability to differentiate which solutions should be selected to survive into the next generation. Thus,
the population will lose selection pressure toward the true PF. The second issue, since the population members are
typically far away from each other in MaOPs, the generated offspring will be widely distant from each other and even
farther from the PF, thereby applying the crossover and mutation operators are ineffective. Another issue remains in the
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difficulty of diversity estimation. In high-dimensional space, the determination of neighbors in a population becomes
difficult and could affect the distribution of solutions in the search space.

To effectively handle these issues, MaOPs have caught wide attention in the evolutionary community in the last
decade. These algorithms can be divided into four categories, which are described as follows. The first category
refers to preference ordering relation-based approaches. Since the loss of selection pressure toward the true PF is
mainly caused by the inability of the Pareto dominance to differentiate solutions, significant efforts have been made
to provide new ordering relations that allow comparison between non-dominating solutions. Examples of modified
Pareto-dominance definitions include 𝜖-dominance, grid-dominance, norm of dominance difference, k-optimality,
L-optimality, preference order ranking, and fuzzy dominance [37]. The second category is decomposition-based
approaches that divide the problem into a set of sub-problems and optimize them simultaneously. One representative
algorithm is MOEA/D, in which the problem is decomposed through the weighted vector. It performed well in MaOPs,
which initiated the proposition of other variants such as MOEA/DD [45]. The third category covers reference-based
approaches, which aim to maintain a good diversity of solutions. These approaches perform predefined multiple-
targeted searches rather than decompose the problem into a set of sub-problems, by investigating predefined reference
points. The third generation Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm NSGAIII is one of the most representative
algorithms employing reference points to enhance diversity among the solutions by selecting the closest solutions
to these reference points. Inspired by NSGAIII, several algorithms were designed as Many-Objective Evolutionary
Algorithm with Adaptive Reference Vector (MaOEA-ARV) [47]. The fourth category is performance indicator-based
environmental selection [42] which is widely used to solve MaOPs. The performance indicator is not only used
to evaluate the obtained PF but also to guide the search process. For example, several Hyper-Volume (HV) based
approaches were proposed such as SIBEA [3]. The main issue that arises when using the HV indicator to solve
MaOPs is the high computational complexity. To deal with this issue, the Hype method was proposed [4] to quickly
approximate the HV value using Monte Carlo simulation. Other indicators were also investigated in MOEAs. For
instance, R2 indicator is used in various algorithms such as R2-MOPSO [14]. The Δ𝑝 indicator is used in the evaluation
of fitness function [31]. The indicator 𝐼+𝑆𝐷𝐸 combines the sum of objectives, and shift-based density estimation [27].
An epsilon indicator 𝐼𝜖+ is used in MOPSO [25] to update the particle memory and archive. In addition, Inverted
Generational Distance (IGD) indicator and its variants were investigated as a selection mechanism in MOEAs. The
variants include IGD+-EMOA [23], and MaOEA/IGD [37]. The performance indicator-based environmental selection
has been considered a promising method in solving problems with many objectives as they can improve the selection
pressure towards the PF (against Pareto dominance).

In addition to the aforementioned algorithms, Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is one of the most well-
regarded swarm-based algorithms in the literature. Although the original PSO has shown good performance for
single optimization, it suffers from premature convergence with MOPs. Consequently, many researchers conducted
modifications and improvements [12] following Coello’s first proposal of the Multi-Objective Particle Swarm
Optimization (MOPSO). Recently, there are a few works focused on improving the performance of PSO to tackle the
MaOPs (MaOPSOs). For example, in NMPSO [18], a balanceable fitness estimation (BFE) method was introduced
to improve both convergence and diversity. A Bottleneck Objective Learning (BOL) strategy was employed in CPSO
[20], to generate a diverse solution to different parts of PF and to improve convergence on all objectives. Furthermore,
a solution reproduction procedure with both an Elitist Learning Strategy (ELS) and a Juncture Learning Strategy
(JLS) was introduced in the CPSO algorithm to improve the quality of archiving solutions. An improved Competitive
Particle Swarm Optimization (CCMaPSO) is proposed in [10] for solving MaOPs. This algorithm is inspired by the
cooperative competitive mechanism, which is based on three main components: a multi-step initialization mechanism,
a competition-based learning strategy, and environmental selection. In the initialization step, decision variables are
divided into convergence-related and diversity-related decision variables, which are optimized individually. Moreover,
the main component is improved by a competitive learning strategy, where particles are updated via leader information
from winner particles with good convergence and diversity. For the environment selection, one by one selection strategy
suggested in 1by1EA [10] is performed by the selection mechanism.

The performance indicators were also incorporated in MaPSOs to balance convergence and diversity, respectively.
One of the representative algorithms is R2-MOPSO [14] that makes use of the R2 contribution of the archiving
solutions to select the global best leaders. MaOPSO/vPF [44] suggested a virtual IGD indicator to evaluate the
comprehensive quality of a solution in the external archive according to a constructed virtual Pareto front. A
unary epsilon indicator 𝐼𝜖+ is used in IDMOPSO algorithm [25] for updating the personal best 𝑝𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 and archive,
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respectively. The 𝑝𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 is updated according to the Pareto dominance relationship and 𝐼𝜖+ indicator. A combination
of the 𝐼𝜖+ indicator and the direction vectors is applied to update and maintain the archive.

In particular, to improve the performance of MaOPSOs there are at least two fundamental issues to be addressed.
The first one is how to select the leader 𝑔𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 (global best solution ) and how to define personal best 𝑝𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡. Since
the 𝑔𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 and 𝑝𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 are used to guide the search direction of particles in the swarm, they strongly influence the
performance of MaPSOs algorithms, especially in solving MaOPs. The second issue is how to balance the convergence
and diversity of the swarm. On one side, the contribution to convergence and diversity performances of some solutions
may be in conflict with one other, i.e, where many solutions might be located close to the ideal objectives trade-off.
Those solutions with good convergence may collectively have poor diversity. On the other side, the MOPSO is very
likely to be trapped in the local optimum due to its fast convergence. In other words, the balance between convergence
and diversity is critical to the performance of MaPSOs.

To overcome the above-mentioned issues especially the increasing of non-dominated solutions when dealing
with many-objective optimization problems, a novel Many-Objective Particle Swarm Optimization with Cooperative
Agents (MaOPSO-CA) is proposed. More specifically, the IGD indicator is considered the selection criterion to
enhance both convergence and diversity, thereby increasing the selection pressure toward the PF. Instead of performing
optimization in a single swarm, multiple sub-swarms are used. The latter aims to promote diversity, and prevent
premature convergence. The different sub-swarms can be located in different regions, which ensures the diversity of
the search space. Therefore, cooperation between the sub-swarms is required. Basically, it can be handled by migration
or sharing knowledge (best information) among sub-swarms. In this context, the Multi-Agent System (MAS) attempts
to ensure cooperation [33] by exchanging knowledge among sub-swarms and coordination by defining the required
actions to achieve the optimization process.

The main contributions of our proposed method are highlighted as follows:
1. The IGD indicator is employed as selection criteria for both leader selection and updating archive. The IGD-

based selection turns out to be advantageous since it handles the challenge of an increasing number of dominating
solutions, whilst facilitating convergence and diversity at the same time.

2. In leader selection, the solution with the best IGD value is chosen as a leader, in this way particles will learn
from the best solution that balances convergence and diversity, respectively.

3. A new archival method is suggested. Non-dominated solutions are saved by using strong 𝜖-dominance as a
comparator. When the archive becomes full, the IGD-based selection is used to remove the worst solution.

4. A multi-agent system is used to model the intelligent behavior of multi-swarms to benefit from MAS features
such as cooperation, and coordination.

5. A new strategy of knowledge-sharing-based multilateral and automated negotiation is proposed to select the best
global solution among different sub-swarms (agents). The proposed strategy begins with a pre-negotiation phase
that determines the trusted agents for the negotiation. Next, it is followed by a negotiation phase to decide which
solution is the best.

6. Extensive experiments are conducted to verify the performance of MaOPSO-CA by comparing it with state-of-
the-art MaOEAs, MOPSOs, and MaOPSO algorithms on 110 test instances and a practical application: Water
resource management. Experimental results validate MaOPSO-CA.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews related works including IGD indicator and
MAS. The proposed MaOPSO-CA approach is explained in section 3. Next, section 4 details the experimental study.
Section 5 demonstrates the performance of the proposed approach on a real water management problem. Finally, the
last section is devoted to conclusions and some potential future work recommendations.

2. Preliminaries and related works
2.1. Particle swarm optimization algorithm

Particle Swarm Optimization is a population-based search algorithm based on the simulation of the social behavior
of birds within a flock. In the PSO algorithm, a swarm of particles flies in a 𝐷-dimensional search space searching
for the optimal solution. Particles update their positions through the search space according to their previous flying
experience 𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 and the social experience 𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 to emulate the success of other particles. Each particle 𝑖 has a current
velocity vector 𝑉𝑖 = (𝑉𝑖1;𝑉𝑖2, ..., 𝑉𝑖𝑑), which represents the moving direction and speed of the particle 𝑃𝑖 in dimension
𝑑. It has also a current position vector �⃗�𝑖 = (𝑋𝑖1;𝑋𝑖2, ..., 𝑋𝑖𝐷) that represents a potential solution of the problem to
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be solved. The position of 𝑃𝑖 is changed by adding a velocity 𝑉𝑖(𝑡) according to equation ( 1) to the current position as
given in equation ( 2).

𝑉𝑖(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑤𝑉𝑖(𝑡) + 𝑐1𝑟1(𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑑(𝑡) − �⃗�𝑖(𝑡)) + 𝑐2𝑟2(𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑑(𝑡) − �⃗�𝑖(𝑡)) (1)

�⃗�𝑖𝑑(𝑡 + 1) = �⃗�𝑖𝑑(𝑡) + 𝑉𝑖𝑑(𝑡) (2)
where 𝑉𝑖𝑑(𝑡) represents the 𝑑th dimension of the velocity of particle 𝑖 at iteration 𝑡. �⃗�𝑖𝑑(𝑡) denotes the 𝑑th dimension
of the position of particle 𝑖 at 𝑡-th iteration. The 𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑑 is the 𝑑𝑡ℎ dimension of the personal best of particle 𝑖. The
𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑑 is the 𝑑𝑡ℎ dimension of the global best position. 𝑤 is the inertia weight used to keep the balance between
the exploration and exploitation abilities. Its value is typically set between 0 and 1. Learning factors 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 are the
cognitive and social acceleration coefficients, which represent how much each coefficient influences velocity. 𝑟1 and 𝑟2
are random values uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. The process of PSO starts with the random initialization of particles.
Then, each particle updates its velocity and its position according to its own flying experience 𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 and the whole
swarm’s best experience 𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡. The search process is repeated until a stopping criterion is satisfied.
2.2. IGD indicator-based MOEAs

Recently, a wide number of indicator-based approaches have been proposed [17] due to the complexity and variety
of real-world problems. The performance indicator is not only used to assess the quality of the solution set but it is
also applied as a major selection criterion.Typically, some performance indicators are able to simultaneously measure
diversity and convergence as the HV and IGD indicators. These indicators were well used in MOEAs for solving
MaOPs. Though, the high computational complexity is a major issue of the HV indicator. Despite the fact that the Monte
Carlo simulation has been explored to reduce the complexity, the calculation is still ineffectual when the objective
number is up than 10, while the calculation of IGD is scalable without these inadequacies [37]. Table 1 presents more
details about IGD and HV indicators [8]

Table 1
Comparison between IGD and HV indicators

Criterion IGD HV
Performance quality Convergence and diversity

Knowledge dependent Reference set Reference point
Parameter dependent No

Scalable Yes
Computational complexity 𝑂(𝑁𝑀) 𝑂(𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑁 +𝑁𝑑∕2)

Currently, the IGD Indicator has been integrated into MOEAs to deal with the loss of selection pressure when
tackling MaOPs. The integration of IGD indicator can be divided into two categories: IGD-based mating selection,
and IGD-based selection.
2.2.1. IGD-based selection

The IGD-based selection aims to select which solutions should survive at each generation on one hand. On the other
hand, it is used to decide which solution of the non-dominated solutions is stored in an archive. Examples include the
IGD+-EMOA algorithm: Lopez et al. [24] used an environmental selection based on the modified IGD indicator called
IGD+. This algorithm does not perform well on MOPs that have degenerated and disconnected PF. An improvement
version of IGD+-EMOA (IGD+-EMOA II) was proposed in [22]. Its main contribution is the generation method of the
reference set that will be used in the IGD measure. This method used non-dominated solutions saved in the archive to
be part of the reference set. Regarding the experiment, the IGD+-EMOA II can solve MaOPs with complex PF shapes
such as MaF problems [42].

A Many-Objective Differential Evolution with Mutation Restriction (MyO-DEMR) was proposed in [6]. It
integrated the IGD indicator as a second sorting criterion. Experimental results revealed that the MyO-DEMR can
produce well-converged and diversified solutions for problems with up to 20 objectives, having linear and concave
PF shapes. An enhanced IGD indicator termed IGD with non-contributing solution detection (IGD-NS), was involved
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in the environmental selection method of MOEA (MOEA/IGD-NS) [41]. This indicator is employed as the second
selection criterion to distinguish the worst contributing solutions that have the least contribution to the IGD-NS
indicator.

The IGD indicator is also investigated in a Many-Objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MaOPSO) on the basis
of the virtual Pareto Front (vPF) [44]. The vPF was constructed from the external archive to play a role similar to a
true PF in calculating the IGD value. This algorithm, called vPF/MaOPSO used the IGD to evaluate the degree of
contribution of each particle in order to select the global best of the population and the personal best of the particle.
Experimental results illustrated that the vPF/MaOPSOt achieved good results in dealing with MaOPs owing to the
incorporation of the IGD indicator. The IGD+-Many-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm (IGD+-MaOEA) [7] use the
IGD+ to estimate the density of the entire population.
2.2.2. IGD-based mating selection

The mating selection consists in selecting parents to create offspring solutions. Examples of this category include
AR-MOEA [38], in which the IGD-NS is in the maintaining selection method. In the latter, solutions with larger
contributions win the competition and are added to the gene pool to crease in the suite of the offspring. In the
MaOEA/IGD algorithm [37], the IGD was used to compare solutions in the binary tournament selection method.
The comparison within solutions was made based on their rank and their distance value to the reference set for the
IGD indicator. In case both solutions had the same rank, their distance values are compared and the solution with the
minimum value was selected. Owing to the good performance of IGD indicator in solving MaOPs, it is integrated as
a selection criterion to select leader and also to archive solutions.
2.3. Multi agent system

A multi-agent system is a loosely coupled network of problem-solving agents that work together to find solutions
to problems that are beyond the individual capabilities or knowledge of each agent. According to the definition of
Wooldridge and Jennings [43], an agent is a computational system interacting with an environment that can be endowed
with the following features:

• Autonomy: each agent acts without the direct control of human beings or other devices.
• Social ability: interactions occur among entities through a communication language in order to satisfy the

objectives.
• Reactivity: agents answer in a precise way to signals coming from the environment.
• Pro-activeness: agents do not simply act in response to their environment, they take the initiative in order to

satisfy their goal.
2.3.1. Agents-based approaches to optimization

A great deal of research attention has been devoted to multi-agent systems in the last decade, on account of their
attractive features which can be advantageously applied in real-world problems. These approaches differ in terms of the
context of using MAS, agents’ behaviors, and the problem to optimize. Key representative approaches are summarized
and described in this section.

In [48], a multi-agent optimization algorithm (MAOA) was proposed for solving the resource-constrained project
scheduling problem. In the MAOA, a set of agents work in a grouped environment, in which each agent represents a
feasible solution. Agents were characterized by social behavior, autonomous behavior, self-learning, and environment
adjustment in order to explore and exploit the search space. Additionally, for information sharing, agents perform
migration among various groups which adjust the environment dynamically. A continuous-time multi-agent system
for optimal resource allocation problems was proposed in [15]. All agents were divided into different groups, where
each group was defined as a new dual agent. New agents cooperated with primal agents to find the optimal solution.
Primal agents aimed to seek their own optimal solutions and dual agents represented primal agents to communicate
with others to meet load constraints. Primal and dual agents cooperated with each other to find optimal solutions to the
primal problem and dual problem.

Distributed optimization algorithms with a fixed step size over multi-agent networks were proposed in [19] for
distributed convex optimization. In this method, each agent was allocated to optimize a term of the objective function
subject to local constraints. In the network, all agents are connected with a given topological structure, where each
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agent exchanges information with its neighbors locally, and all agents fulfill the task cooperatively. A multi-agent-
based optimization method applied to the quadratic assignment problem was presented in [32]. Different agents were
divided into four types: a decision-making agent, local search agents, crossover agents, and a perturbation agent.
The decision-making agent was responsible to activate the suitable agent and maintain a shared archive to save elite
solutions. Such decisions were made based on a reinforcement learning strategy. Local search agents were introduced
for the intensification of specific search zones while perturbation agents and crossover agents were used to diversify the
search. In [12], a hybridization between MAS and MOPSO algorithm was proposed to solve multi-objective problems.
A set of sub-swarms was modeled as a multi-agent system where each agent was regarded as a sub-swarm. After the
evolutionary process of each sub-swarm, agents save the best solutions discovered during the search in the shared
archive. This method has been recently adopted to solve dynamic multi-objective problems [13].

The aforementioned works presented a brief description of recent multi-agent systems, illustrating the growing
trend in agents’ contribution to build intelligent systems for optimization of various problems such as scheduling,
smart grid, resource allocation, and other practical applications summarized in [2]. It can be concluded that MAS can
be performed in two different ways [30]. First, the MAS is used as an agent-based evolutionary algorithm, in which the
optimization behavior is embedded in agents’ behaviors. Second, the MAS is used as an agent-based modeling method
that can be applied in a complex task as strategic planning of complex tasks, task coordination, and information sharing.

3. Proposed approach
In this section, the proposed approach Many-Objective PSO with Cooperative Agents (MaOPSO-CA) is illustrated

as a flowchart (see Figure 1), and detailed in Algorithm 1.

Figure 1: An illustration of MaOPSO-CA is devised. The middle column represents the basic method. Two sides describe
the initialization phase and the MaOPSO-IGD algorithm
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Algorithm 1: MaOPSO-CA algorithm
Input: Population 𝑃 with size 𝑁
Output: External Archive 𝐸𝐴

1: for 𝑖 = 1 to 𝑁 do
2: Random initialization of particle 𝑃𝑖 ∶ 𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑁
3: end for
4: for 𝑖 = 1 to 𝑁 do
5: Select leader
6: Update velocity and position
7: Mutation
8: Evaluate 𝑓𝑗 , 𝑗 = 1, ...,𝑀
9: Save non-dominated solutions of 𝑃 in the archive 𝐸𝐴

10: end for
11: 𝑃 = Generated Particles
12: 𝑃 ∗ = Generate reference points
13: 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 = number of evaluations defined by MGBM;
14: 𝐾 sub-swarm = Ranking (𝑃 )
15: for 𝑖 = 1 to 𝐾 do
16: Create agent: 𝐿𝑆𝐴𝑖
17: Affect sub-swarm i to 𝐿𝑆𝐴𝑖
18: end for
19: for 𝑖 = 1 to 𝐾 do
20: 𝑔 = 0
21: while 𝑔 ≤ 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 do
22: Apply MaOPSO-IGD with Algorithm 2
23: 𝑔 = 𝑔 + 1
24: Save solutions in 𝐿𝐴𝑖
25: if 𝑔%𝑁𝐺 then
26: Share best Knowledge (SubSection 3.5)
27: end if
28: end while
29: EA = EA ∪ 𝐿𝐴𝑖
30: end for

3.1. General framework of MaOPSO-CA
In this work, our previous algorithm MOPSO-CA [12] is extended for solving MaOPs. The MOPSO-CA was

suggested for solving MOPs, where the leader selection and shared information are handled by the dominance operator,
and the updating archive is based on crowding distance. The originality of the proposed method is as follows:

• The first major difference is a new selection criterion based on the IGD indicator, which is employed in the
leader selection and archive updating. With this indicator, the proposed approach can handle the challenge of
the increasing number of non-dominated solutions, facilitating convergence and diversity, respectively.

• The second major difference is the new strategy of sharing information which is designed based on a new protocol
of negotiation.

In the present work, the MAS contains two heterogeneous agents which collaborate, cooperate and negotiate with each
other as depicted in Figure 2:

• Global Search Agent (𝐺𝑆𝐴): holds the first level of the architecture, including swarm initialization, sub-swarms
generation, and External Archive (𝐸𝐴) updating.

• Local Search Agent (𝐿𝑆𝐴): holds the second level of the architecture in which each 𝐿𝑆𝐴 performs the
optimization of its own sub-swarm through MaOPSO-IGD Algorithm 2.
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Figure 2: Social behavior of LSAs and GSA

The collaboration is ensured by the coordination of the optimization process among different agents. The cooperation
between agents is improved by knowledge sharing where the decision-making of the best solution is carried out through
automated negotiation.
Furthermore, the cooperation between these two kinds of agents is improved by communicating local archives of LSAs
to GSA.

Algorithm 2: MaOPSO-IGD algorithm
Input: Population 𝑃 with size 𝑁 , reference points 𝑃 ∗ with 𝑄 size;
Output: Archive 𝐴

1: for 𝑖 = 1 to 𝑁 do
2: Initialize �⃗�𝑖 and 𝑉𝑖 for particle 𝑃𝑖
3: Evaluate fitness for 𝑃𝑖
4: Initialize 𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖= 𝑃𝑖
5: end for
6: Save non-dominated solutions of 𝑃 in the archive
7: 𝑔 = 0
8: repeat
9: for 𝑖 = 1 to 𝑁 do

10: Select leader with Algorithm 4
11: Update velocity with equation (1)
12: Update position with equation (2)
13: Mutation
14: Evaluation
15: if 𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖 strongly dominate 𝑃𝑖 then
16: 𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖 = 𝑃𝑖
17: end if
18: Update archive 𝐴 with Algorithm 5
19: end for
20: 𝑔 = 𝑔 + 1
21: until Stopping criteria is met

3.1.1. Basic steps of MaOPSO-CA
• Step 1: First of all, the swarm (population 𝑃 ) and the external archive 𝐸𝐴 are randomly initialized.
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• Step 2: A set of optimal solutions is provided which is required for the initialization of multi-swarm as well as the
generation of reference points. The generation of these solutions starts with the random initialization of swarm
𝑃 and 𝐸𝐴. Then, for each particle, the leader is selected and the flight is performed. This step is repeated until
reaching the MGBM stopping criterion [26]. This criterion relies on the basic dominance comparator which is not
suitable for solving MaOPs. Therefore, in our work, we adopted the strong 𝜖-dominance. Once the evolutionary
process is terminated, generated solutions are saved in the external archive. Then, the set of reference point 𝑃 ∗

is generated following Sun et al. [37] method, which is necessary for the IGD indicator as described in Section
3.3.

• Step 3: After the environment initialization, the swarm 𝑃 is subdivided into 𝐾 sub-swarms. To be specific, an
IGD-based non-dominated sorting is used to rank the swarm into a set of sub-swarms. The main process of
ranking starts with the calculation of IGD values. Then, the swarm member is sorted in ascending order with
respect to their IGD values. Thus, the population is divided into 𝐾 (size of 𝑃𝐹 divided by the defined size of
the sub-swarm) sub-swarms, simply, according to particle order.

• Step 4: Generated sub-swarms are distributed among local search agents. Then, each 𝐿𝑆𝐴 performs the opti-
mization of its own sub-swarm by the new algorithm denoted as Many-Objective Particle Swarm Optimization
based on IGD (MaOPSO-IGD) detailed in Subsection 3.4, Algorithm 2. In order to increase the diversity of
solutions, sharing knowledge is performed after a certain number of generations (𝑁𝐺). This step is carried out
by the automated negotiation as illustrated in Subsection 3.5.

• Step 5: Each 𝐿𝑆𝐴 shares its local archive with the Global Search Agent 𝐺𝑆𝐴 in order to update previous leaders
in the external archive.

• Step 6: Local archives of each 𝐿𝑆𝐴 are regrouped to start a new search using the MaOPSO-IGD algorithm,
whereby the obtained information by each sub-swarm is shared among swarms for the purpose of increasing
solutions’ diversity.

• Step 7: Finally, the external archive 𝐸𝐴 is reported as the MaOPSO-CA output.
3.2. MaOPSO-IGD algorithm

The pseudocode of MaOPSO-IGD is illustrated in Algorithm 2. The main loop of this algorithm is explained as
follows. First, the population member and archive are initialized.
Next, the selection of leader 𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 is performed as detailed in Algorithm 4. Once the leader is selected, each particle
updates its velocity and position with the guidance of its personal𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 and the selected leader𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 through equations
(1) and (2), respectively.

After that, each particle is evaluated and its 𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 is updated when the new one dominates the previous. Once
all particles are updated, the archive is also updated with new non-dominated solutions found so far as described in
Algorithm 5. The above evolutionary process is repeated until the termination condition is reached. To this extent, the
archive is reported as the final 𝑃𝐹 approximation.
3.3. Generating references points

Since the proposed algorithm is based on the IGD indicator, a set of reference points must be provided first. There
are several existing methods to generate reference points. In our work, the method proposed by Sun et al. [37], is
considered. The main steps of this method are illustrated in Algorithm 3.

With the set of optimal solutions 𝑃 defined in the first level, the extreme points 𝑍𝑒𝑥𝑡 are identified, followed
by the extraction of the ideal point 𝑍𝐼 and the nadir point 𝑍𝑁 . Next, a set of solutions is generated and placed in
(𝑀 − 1) dimensional hyperplane as proposed in the enhanced NSGAIII algorithm [37]. To this end, these solutions
are normalized and transformed to Utopian PF 𝑃 ∗ based on ideal and nadir points.
3.4. IGD for solution selection

The IGD indicator is based on Euclidean distances mean between elements of the true Pareto front 𝑃 ∗ and the
Pareto Front 𝑃𝐹 generated by the evolutionary algorithm. It takes into consideration only elements of 𝑃𝐹 which are
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Algorithm 3: Generation of reference points 𝑃 ∗ algorithm
Input: initial population P, k: size of 𝑃 ∗;
Output: 𝑃 ∗

1: 𝑍𝑒𝑥𝑡= Estimate the extreme points of 𝑓 (𝑥) [37]
2: 𝑍𝐼 = 𝑍𝐼

1 , ...𝑍
𝐼
𝑀 ← extract the ideal points from 𝑍𝑒𝑥𝑡

3: 𝑍𝑁 = 𝑍𝑁
1 , ...𝑍𝑁

𝑀 ← extract the nadir points from 𝑍𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝑃 ∗ ← generate Q reference points from the constrained
hyperplane

4: for 𝑖 ≺ 𝑄 do
5: for 𝑗 ≺ 𝑀 do
6: (𝑃 ∗)𝑖𝑗 ← (𝑃 ∗)𝑖𝑗 ∗ (𝑍𝑛𝑎𝑑

𝑗 −𝑍𝐼
𝑗 ) +𝑍𝐼

𝑗
7: end for
8: end for

close to at least one element of 𝑃 ∗. Some 𝑃𝐹 solutions may not participate in the IGD value, but some other elements
may have diverse participation. Therefore, the individual’s IGD is mathematically defined as follows:

𝐼𝐺𝐷(𝑃𝑖) =
√

∑

𝑆∈𝑃 ∗
𝑑𝑖𝑠(𝑆, 𝑃𝑖) (3)

Where 𝑃𝑖 is the particle and 𝑑𝑖𝑠 is the nearest Euclidean distance from 𝑆 ∈ 𝑃 ∗ to Euclidean distance. The particle with
a smaller IGD value is better than those with higher values. Note that, the IGD indicator measures how good is a solution
in terms of convergence and diversity. Therefore, it is suitable to compare the quality of solutions. The particularity of
our proposed MaOPSO-CA remains in using IGD indicator as a selection criterion in the leader selection as well as in
the archive updating.
3.4.1. Leader selection

The main steps to decide which leader to follow are presented in Algorithm 4. First, the IGD of each particle is
measured, so that the particle with the minimum IGD value is selected as the leader. In this way, the preferable solution
closer to the 𝑃 ∗ with respect to both convergence and diversity, is selected.

Algorithm 4: IGD-based leader selection algorithm
Input: Archive 𝐴 with size 𝑁𝑎, reference points 𝑃 ∗

Output: 𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
1: for 𝑖 = 1 to 𝑁 do
2: Calculate IGD of 𝑆𝑖, 𝑆 ∈ 𝐴 with equation 3
3: end for
4: 𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 = solution with 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑖=1 𝐼𝐺𝐷(𝑆𝑖, 𝑃 ∗)

3.4.2. Updating archive
In the updating archive, the IGD indicator is used to keep only the best solutions in the archive as presented in

Algorithm 5.
Let us consider that the new solution 𝑆 is incoming. First, the dominance relation is checked for each solution in the

archive. In the present paper, a strong 𝜖-dominance is used to compare solutions. The solution �⃗�1 is a strong-dominated
solution �⃗�2 if solution �⃗�1 is strongly better than solution �⃗�2 in all 𝑀 objectives or in most of objectives.

However, if 𝑆 is non-dominated to all solutions in the archive, it will be saved in it. In the case of reaching the
maximum size of the archive, the IGD value of each solution in the archive is measured to remove the solution with
the larger value.
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Algorithm 5: IGD-based archiving algorithm
Input: Incoming solution 𝑆, reference points 𝑃 ∗

Input: Size of archive 𝑁
1: for 𝑖 = 1 to 𝑁 do
2: 𝑛𝑏 − 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑃𝑖 = 0
3: 𝑛𝑏 − 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑆 = 0
4: for 𝑗 = 1 to 𝑀 do
5: if 𝑓𝑗(𝑆) < 𝑓𝑗(𝑃𝑖) then
6: 𝑛𝑏 − 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑃𝑖 = 𝑛𝑏 − 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑃𝑖 + 1
7: else
8: 𝑛𝑏 − 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑆 = 𝑛𝑏 − 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑆 + 1
9: end if

10: end for
11: if 𝑛𝑏 − 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑆 > 𝑛𝑏 − 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑃𝑖 then
12: marked 𝑃𝑖 as dominated solution
13: end if
14: end for
15: remove the marked solution
16: if |𝐸𝐴| == 𝑁 then
17: remove the solution 𝑃𝑖 with 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑁𝑖=1𝐼𝐺𝐷(𝑃𝑖, 𝑃 ∗)
18: end if
19: add the new solution 𝑆 to 𝐸𝐴

3.5. Knowledge sharing-based on multilateral negotiation
To make a cooperative search, sharing knowledge about the search between particles must be introduced. The main

steps of the sharing knowledge strategy are illustrated in Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6: Knowledge share strategy algorithm
Input: 𝐾= Number of Local Search Agent 𝐿𝑆𝐴

1: 𝐴𝑇 = ∅
2: for 𝑖 = 1 to 𝐾 do
3: Measure the 𝐴𝑇𝑉 (𝐿𝑆𝐴𝑖) with equation 5
4: end for
5: avg= ∑𝑖=𝐾

𝑖=1 𝐴𝑇𝑉 (𝐿𝑆𝐴𝑖)
6: for 𝑖 = 1 to 𝐾 do
7: if 𝐴𝑇𝑉 (𝐿𝑆𝐴𝑖) ≥ 𝑎𝑣𝑔 then
8: 𝐴𝑇 = 𝐴𝑇

⋃

𝐿𝑆𝐴𝑖
9: end if

10: end for
11: 𝐺𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 = outcome of negotiation with Algorithm 7
12: for 𝑖 = 1 to 𝐾 do
13: 𝑁= size of 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑘
14: for 𝑗 = 1 to 𝑁 do
15: Update velocity with equation (4)
16: Update position with equation (2)
17: end for
18: end for

Here, we take advantage of the automated negotiation to decide and select the best global solution 𝐺𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 among
the different sub-swarms. The solution 𝐺𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 presents the new search direction in the search space that is applied
in the velocity equation to promote diversity. Hence, each particle will perform its flight based on its best personal
experience 𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, the experience of its neighbors 𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, and the experience of the best global solution 𝐺𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡. The
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velocity equation is defined as follows:
𝑉𝑖(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑊 𝑉𝑖(𝑡) + 𝑐1𝑟1(𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑑(𝑡) − �⃗�𝑖(𝑡)) + 𝑐2𝑟2(𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑑(𝑡) − �⃗�𝑖(𝑡)) + 𝑐3𝑟3(𝐺𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝑖𝑑(𝑡) − �⃗�𝑖(𝑡)) (4)

where 𝑡 is the iteration number; 𝑊 is the inertia weight; 𝑐1, 𝑐2 and 𝑐3 are learning factors; 𝑟1, 𝑟2 and 𝑟3 are random
values uniformly distributed in [0, 1].

The process of sharing knowledge is mainly based on two phases. The first phase is the pre-negotiation which
defines trusted agents for the negotiation. The trust of the agent is evaluated by an Agent Trust Value (ATV) formulated
by equation 5. A comparison between the ATV of each local search agent and the mean ATV of all agents easily
determines trusted agents for proceeding with the negotiation. The second phase is automated negotiation.

𝐴𝑇𝑉 (𝐿𝑆𝐴𝑖) =
𝑁𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

|𝑃𝐹 |

(5)

where 𝑁𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 is a number of solutions in true 𝑃𝐹 that are dominated by at least one solution in the local archive
(PF) of 𝐿𝑆𝐴𝑖.
3.5.1. Automated negotiation

Indeed, automated negotiation [11] can be viewed as a method of conflict resolution that aims to help negotiators to
reach an agreement rapidly. To build a negotiation protocol, four main board topics must be taken into consideration.

• The first is the type of interaction that could be bilateral or multilateral.
• The second is the object presenting the range of issues over which an agreement must be reached. This object

could be one or many issues.
• The third one is the negotiation protocol which presents a set of rules to govern the interaction.
• Finally, the negotiation strategy consists of a set of actions planned by a negotiator to undertake during the

negotiation process.
In the proposed negotiation protocol, the object of negotiation holds one issue presenting the best global solution.
Since the negotiation protocol involves many negotiators, multilateral negotiation is adopted. More specifically, each
negotiator has complete information about its opponents, including state (trusted agent or not), and preferences (utility
functions). The strategy and the protocol are further detailed in the following parts.
3.5.2. Negotiation strategy

The decision-making is an important step in the coordination and negotiation between agents [46]. The agent’s
decision during the negotiation process depends on a utility function that evaluates the quality of solutions offered
by negotiators to determine the "winner" and the "loser". In our negotiation process, we used three different utility
functions. The main utility function is the IGD indicator for offers comparison. In the case of an equality of IGD values,
the second utility function is the generational distance GD that is incorporated to measure the offer convergence. In
particular, the individual’s GD (𝑝𝑖) is defined by the Euclidean distance from 𝑝𝑖 to its nearest member of 𝑃 ∗. Since
some solutions may have equal IGD and GD at the same time, the third utility has been incorporated to measure the
performance of each agent in the negotiation session. It is the Agent Confidence Weight (𝐴𝐶𝑊 ) as given in equation
6. 𝐴𝐶𝑊 is a new parameter used to ensure that the agreement is reached at the end of each negotiation session.

𝐴𝐶𝑊 (𝐿𝑆𝐴𝑖) =
𝑊𝑖

∑𝑁
𝑗=0𝑊𝑗

(6)

Where 𝑊𝑖 denotes a success number that increases when the 𝐿𝑆𝐴𝑖 is considered as trusted or as a winner in the
negotiation process. In fact, a simple comparison between IGD, GD, and ACW allows our system to determine the
negotiation outcome. To this end, the strategy adopted by LSAs is as follows. Firstly, the agent can accept the offer of
its opponent if one of the following cases is reached:

• The opponent has a lower IGD value,
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• The opponent has equal IGD values, and a lower GD value,
• The opponent has equal values of IGD and GD, and a higher ACW.

Secondly, the agent can make a counter offer if the above-mentioned conditions are not provided. Finally, the agent
could walk away if the agreement is reached.
3.5.3. Negotiation protocol

To govern the interaction between agents, a new negotiation protocol denoted by Multi-Trusted Negotiators with
Confidence Weight (MTNCW) is proposed as illustrated in Algorithm 7. The MTNCW protocol has a bidding phase
followed by a voting phase. In the formal, the initiator with minimum IGD value puts its offer on the agenda. In the
latter, all participants evaluate the offer on the negotiation table using the utility function, then return an acceptance or
rejection by making a counter proposal. Thus, if the offer is accepted by all the parties, the negotiation ends with this
offer. Otherwise, the negotiation starts a new round with only participants that make a counter offer, using the GD and
ACW as utility functions.

Algorithm 7: Negotiation protocol algorithm
Input: 𝐾= Number of Trusted agents 𝐴𝑇
Output: Outcome of negotiation= 𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡

1: Agreement= False
2: Utility function= 𝐼𝐺𝐷 indicator
3: while !Agreement do
4: initiator= Trusted agent with minimum 𝐼𝐺𝐷 value
5: for 𝑖 = 1 to 𝐾 do
6: proposal = 𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
7: offer = 𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 of 𝐴𝑇𝑖
8: Send proposal to 𝐴𝑇𝑖
9: if Utility (proposal) better than Utility (offer) then

10: Send Accept proposal to initiator
11: else
12: Send Reject proposal to initiator
13: end if
14: end for
15: if Number of accepted response == 𝐾 − 1 then
16: Agreement = True
17: Trusted agents = agents that reject the proposal
18: else
19: Utility = 𝐺𝐷 indicator and 𝐴𝐶𝑊
20: end if
21: end while
22: Update 𝐴𝐶𝑊 (𝐿𝑆𝐴𝑖) with equation 6
23: 𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 = proposal accepted by all trusted agents

3.6. Computational complexity of MaOPSO-CA
This subsection gives an upper bound of the computation complexity within one generation of MaOPSO-CA. There

are three main parts in one generation: (1) leader selection; (2) archive updating, and (3) knowledge-sharing strategy.
Suppose the number of objectives is 𝑀 , the size of the particles is 𝑁 , the size of reference points is 𝑄, and the size of
the leader set is 𝑁𝑎. In our case, the size of the leader set is equal to the population size (𝑁 = 𝑁𝑎).

• In the leader selection: the 𝐼𝐺𝐷 value for each solution will be calculated and compared to others. In the
calculation of 𝐼𝐺𝐷, the nearest distance between each leader and reference points needs to be calculated. So the
computational complexity for selecting a leader will cost 𝑂(𝑁𝑎𝑄).
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• In the archive updating: when the archive is not full, the computational complexity of archive updating costs
𝑂(𝑁) ∗ (𝑁𝑎𝑀) = 𝑂(𝑁2𝑀) because the dominance operator is applied for comparing each particle in
population with the entire leaders in the archive. In the case when the archive is full, the comparison-based
dominance operator is applied first, then the IGD value for each solution is measured in order to remove the
worst solution, so the complexity is equal to 𝑂(𝑁2𝑀) + 𝑂(𝑁𝑄) = 𝑂(𝑁2𝑀).

• In the knowledge sharing strategy, the global best solution 𝑔𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 is selected based on negotiation between 𝐾-
𝐿𝑆𝐴, where 𝐾 denoted the number of sub-swarm. Each pair of solutions (the offer and proposed) is compared
based on the utility function (𝐼𝐺𝐷), so the complexity costs𝑂(𝐾𝑅). When all solutions are equal, the assessment
will be based on 𝐺𝐷 and 𝐴𝐶𝑊 . Thus, the time complexity of knowledge sharing is 𝑂(𝑘2𝑅).

To summarize, the overall computational complexity of MaOPSO-CA for one generation is 𝑂(𝐾2𝑅), which indicates
that MaOPSO-CA is computationally similar to most state-of-the-art algorithms.

4. Experimental study on several benchmark problems
To highlight the robustness of the proposed approach in dealing with high computational problems, three

experiments were conducted.
• The first is a comparative analysis with eight state-of-the-art MaOEAs (hpaEA [4], NSGA-II/SDR [39],

DEAGNG [21], AdaW [49], MOEA/D-UR [9], MultiGPO [50], PeEA [16] and ACDB-EA [49]) on the DTLZ
and WFG benchmark suites. The obtained results of these algorithms are extracted from the work in [49] (2022).

• The second experiment is a comparative analysis of the MaF benchmark suite, which was used owing to its
complicated features. The proposed MaOPSO-CA is compared with six state-of-the-art for many-objective
optimization, i.e., IDMOPSO ([25], 2020), and CCMaPSO ([10], 2022), FDEAII ([29], 2021), DEAGNG ([21],
2020), and VMEF ([28], 2022).

• The third experiment is an ablation study that investigates the contribution of each component in enhancing the
MaOPSO-CA performance.

4.1. Benchmark test problems
A set of benchmark functions with diverse properties were investigated for empirical comparison in this work. The

summary of parameter settings and PF shapes of test functions are shown in Section 1 of the supplementary material.
1. DTLZ benchmark family including 7 scalable problems DTLZ1-DTLZ7, and the inverted DTLZ1 (IDTLZ)

[49]. These tests can be scaled with any number of objectives and decision variables 𝐷 = 𝑀 − 1 + 𝐾 . The
decision variable number is set as follows: for DTLZ1 𝐾 = 5, for DTLZ2-DTLZ6 𝐾 = 10 and for DTLZ7
𝐾 = 20.

2. WFG benchmark family includes 9 problems (WFG1-WFG9) with decision variables 𝐷 = 𝑀 − 1 + 10.
3. MaF benchmark suite involves 15 problems that cover a good representation of various real-world scenarios.

According to [42], the setting of the decision variables is 𝐷 = 𝑀 +𝐾 − 1. Note that 𝑘 = 10 for MaF01-MaF06
and MaF10-MaF11, 𝐾 = 20 for MaF07. For MaF08 and MaF09, the number of decision variables is set as
𝐷 = 2, and 𝐷 = 5 for MaF13. To this end, 𝐷 = 20 ×𝑀 should be considered for MaF14 and MaF15.

4.2. Performance metrics
As a performance metric, we choose two widely used metrics, i.e. IGD and HV indicators. Both of them can not

only measure the convergence, but also the diversity of the solution. Let 𝑃 ∗ represents a set of solutions sampled
uniformly on the true Pareto front, and 𝑄 is the set of optimal solutions found by an algorithm. Mathematically, the
IGD value of 𝑄 is calculated by equation 7.

𝐼𝐺𝐷(𝑃 ∗, 𝑃 ) =
∑

𝑣∈𝑃 ∗ 𝑑(𝑣,𝑄)
|𝑃 ∗

|

(7)

where 𝑑(𝑣,𝑄) represents the Euclidean distance between a point 𝑣 in 𝑃 ∗ and its closest neighbor point in 𝑄. |𝑃 ∗
|

denotes the number of solutions in 𝑃 ∗. The low value of 𝐼𝐺𝐷 proves that the 𝑄 is distributed uniformly and is close
to the true PF.
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The hypervolume indicator (equation 8) is described as the volume of the space in the objective space dominated
by the Pareto front approximation 𝑄 and delimited from above by a reference point. Let 𝑍𝑟 = (𝑧𝑟1, 𝑧

𝑟
2, ..., 𝑧

𝑟
𝑚) be the

reference point in the objective space that is dominated by all Pareto-optimal objective spaces.
𝐻𝑉 (𝑄) = 𝑉 𝑂𝐿(

⋃

𝑥∈𝑄
[𝑓1(𝑥), 𝑧𝑟1]𝑥...[𝑓𝑚(𝑥), 𝑧

𝑟
𝑚]) (8)

Where 𝑉 𝑂𝐿(.) is the 𝑚-dimensional Lebesgue measure. The larger the 𝐻𝑉 value is, the better the quality of 𝑄
approaching the true PF.

The true PF of MaF problems was introduced in CEC 2018 [42] for measuring the performance in terms of 𝐼𝐺𝐷.
For the two benchmarks DTLZ and WFG, 10000 reference points are sampled by Das and Dennis’s method to

calculate 𝐼𝐺𝐷. While the reference points used for the calculation of 𝐻𝑉 values is (1.2, 1.2, ...)𝑇

4.3. General parameter settings
The parameter settings of the compared algorithms over the considered benchmarks are detailed. Specifically, the

parameter settings of the first part of the experiment (DTLZ and WFG benchmark suites) are adopted as the original
setting in [49]. For the second experiment, the parameter settings are as follows:

• Number of Objectives: The MaF problems are composed of 5, 10, and 15 objectives.
• Number of Evaluations: All compared algorithms are individually executed 20 independent times. For each

independent run, the maximum iteration number is equal to 103.
• Statistical Analysis: The Mann Whitney 𝑈 test with a significance level of 0.05 is carried out to conduct the

results of performance indicators due to the stochastic nature of the peer algorithms.
• Population size: depends on the size of the reference points as illustrated in Table 2.
• Sub-Swarm size: the size of the sub-swarm adopted in the proposed approach is 20.
• Genetic Operators: The crossover probability is 0.9 and its distribution index is 20. The mutation probability

is 1
𝐷 and its distribution index is 20.

• MOPSOs Settings: The settings for velocity updating are related to the MOPSOs algorithms in which 𝑐1, 𝑐2
and 𝑐3 = Rand (1.5, 2.0), and 𝑤 ∈ [0.1, 05]. The setting related to IDMOPSO and CCMaPSO is the same as the
original settings defined in [25], [10].

Table 2
Number of reference points and corresponding population sizes used in algorithms: NSGAIII, IDMOPSO and MaOPSO-CA

No. of objectives Divisions Size of reference points Population Size of NSGAIII Population size of
IDMOPSO and MaOPSO-
CA

5 6,0 210 212 210
10 3,2 275 276 275
15 2,1 135 136 135

4.4. Experimental studies on DTLZ and WFG problems
The generated results of recent competitive algorithms based on IGD and HV indicators, including hpaEA, NSGA-

II/SDR, DEAGNG, AdaW, MOEA/D-UR, MultiGPO, PeEA, and ACDB-EA over DTLZ and WFG problems upon 5,
10, 15 and 20 objectives are listed in Section 2 of the supplementary material. In the latter, the best and the second-
best IGD and HV values for each test function are highlighted with gray shade and light gray shade, respectively.
Besides, the comparison result between MaOPSO-CA and each peer competitor is marked by the symbols (+,-). The
symbol ’+’ refers to that the MaOPSO-CA performs better than the peer algorithm, and ’-’ means the opposite.

The obtained results based on IGD and HV indicators which are detailed in the supplementary material are
summarized in Table 3. In addition, the number of best and second-best in all instances in terms of IGD and HV
indicators are presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
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Table 3
Comparison results of MaOPSO-CA and each competitor on test instances in terms of IGD and HV indicators

MaOPSO-CA vs DTLZ WFG
IGD (+/-) HV (+/-) IGD (+/-) HV (+/-)

hpaEA [4] 23/9 32/0 36/0 36/0
NSGA-II/SDR [39] 19/13 32/0 36/0 36/0
DEAGNG [21] 19/13 32/0 36/0 36/0
AdaW [49] 18/14 32/0 36/0 36/0
MOEA/D-UR [9] 17/15 32/0 36/0 36/0
MultiGPO [50] 14/18 32/0 36/0 36/0
PeEA [16] 15/17 32/0 36/0 36/0
ACDB-EA [49] 14/18 32/0 36/0 36/0

As presented in Table 3, it can be observed that the proposed MaOPSO-CA has significant superiority over
competitors on most of the test instances in terms of IGD indicator as well as HV indicator. Specifically, for DTLZ test
problems, proportions of test instances where MaOPSO-CA achieves better IGD results than hpaEA, NSGA-II/SDR,
DEAGNG, AdaW, MOEA/D-UR, MultiGPO, PeEA, and ACDB-EA are 23/32, 19/32, 19/32, 18/32, 17/32, 14/32,
15/32, and 14/32, respectively. In other words, proportions of hpaEA, NSGA-II/SDR, DEAGNG, AdaW, MOEA/D-
UR, MultiGPO, PeEA, and ACDB-EA are 9/32, 13/32, 13/32, 14/32, 15/32, 18/32, 17/32, and 18/32, respectively. For
the HV indicator, MaOPSO-CA is better than hpaEA, NSGA-II/SDR, DEAGNG, AdaW, MOEA/D-UR, MultiGPO,
PeEA, and ACDB-EA. To this end, based on these two indicators, it can be found that the MaOPSO-CA performs on
136 out of 256 comparisons.

Figure 3: The best and second-best number of DTLZ instances obtained by eight compared algorithms is shown. The
bottom of each bar indicates the number of best instances, and the top of each bar indicates the number of second-best
instances.

According to Figure 3 and Figure 4, each algorithm is associated with two bars, where the first and the second bars
consider HV and IGD, respectively. For each bar in the figure, its lower and its upper columns denote the number of
the best instance and the second-best instance, respectively.

Along with the graphical representation, Table 4 further reports the tabular form of the number of the best instance
and the second-best instance in terms of IGD and HV indicators for DTLZ and WFG problems.

When compared with recent state-of-the-art algorithms, the proposed approach has shown to be superior to the
compared algorithms within most test functions of DTLZ and WFG test problems as shown in Table 5.
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Figure 4: The best and second-best number of WFG instances obtained by eight compared algorithms is shown. The
bottom of each bar indicates the number of best instances, and the top of each bar indicates the number of second-best
instances.

Table 4
Number and proportion of the best and second-best instances obtained by algorithms on DTLZ and WFG

Metric Instance hpaEA [4] NSGA-II/SDR [39] DEAGNG [21] AdaW [49] MOEA/D-UR [9] MultiGPO [50] PeEA [16] ACDB-EA [49] MaOPSO-CA
DTLZ

IGD 1𝑠𝑡 and 2𝑠𝑡 2/1 0/5 2/4 0/1 8/1 2/7 1/2 4/10 13/1
HV 1𝑠𝑡 and 2𝑠𝑡 0/3 0/8 0/5 0/1 0/8 0/4 0/1 0/2 32/0

WFG
IGD 1𝑠𝑡 and 2𝑠𝑡 0/0 0/0 0/3 0/1 0/5 0/5 0/1 0/22 36/0
HV 1𝑠𝑡 and 2𝑠𝑡 0/1 0/7 0/0 0/2 0/5 0/6 0/3 0/10 36/0

Table 5
Comparison results of all considered algorithms on DTLZ and WFG test problems with 5, 10, and 15 objectives

MaOPSO-CA vs hpaEA [4] NSGA-II/SDR [39] DEAGNG [21] AdaW [49] MOEA/D-UR [9] MultiGPO [50] PeEA [16] ACDB-EA [49]
IGD 59/9 55/13 55/13 54/14 53/15 50/18 51/17 50/18
HV 68/0 68/0 68/0 68/0 68/0 68/0 68/0 68/0

4.5. Experimental studies on MaF Problems
This subsection is devoted to the experimental results performed on the MaF benchmark [42]. The mean

and standard deviation results of IGD and HV indicators on each test instance are detailed in Section 3 of the
supplementary material. The best results and the second-best results are highlighted with gray shade and light gray
shade, respectively. Besides, the Mann-Whitney 𝑈 test is used to find the significant difference within the proposed
approach against MaOEAs with the symbols +, -, and = denoting whether our performance results are statistically better
than, equal to (no significant difference), or worse than those of the corresponding peer competitors, respectively.

The comparison results between MaOPSO-CA and each peer competitor are summarized in Table 6 and Table 7.
Considering the IGD indicator, MaOPSO-CA is better than IDMOPSO, CCMaPSO, FDEAII, VMEF and DEAGNG,
are 42/42, 37/42, 33/42, 25/42, and 42/42, respectively. On the other side, the proposed approach based on HV indicator
is better than IDMOPSO, CCMaPSO, FDEAII, VMEF and DEAGNG, which are 41/42, 39/42, 26/42, 23/42, and
37/42, respectively. According to the two indicators’ performance, it is shown that the MaOPSO-CA has superiority
over competitors in solving MaF problems.
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Table 6
Summary of the results on MaF test problems, where seven compared algorithms are better than (+), worse than (-), and
equal (=) to MaOPSO-CA according to the Mann-Whitney U test

MaOPSO-CA vs IGD (+,=,-) HV (+,=,-)
IDMOPSO [25] 42/0/0 41/1/0
CCMaPSO [10] 37/3/2 39/0/3
FDEAII [29] 33/1/8 26/2/14
VMEF [28] 25/3/14 23/3/16
DEAGNG [21] 42/0/0 37/2/3

Table 7
Number and proportion of the best and second-best instances obtained by algorithms on MaF problem

Metric Instance IDMOPSO [25] CCMaPSO [10] FDEAII [29] VMEF [28] DEAGNG [21] MaOPSO-CA
IGD 1𝑠𝑡 and 2𝑠𝑡 0/0 0/5 2/12 15/17 0/0 25/8
HV 1𝑠𝑡 and 2𝑠𝑡 0/0 0/5 4/18 16/8 4/1 18/10

In Figure 5, each algorithm is associated with two bars, where the first and second bars present HV and IGD,
respectively. For each bar in the histogram, its lower and upper columns denote the number of the best instance and
the second-best instances, respectively. Considering the highest bar, it is clear that the proposed MaOPSO-CA has the
best performance.

Figure 5: The best and second-best number of MaF instances obtained by six compared algorithms is shown. The bottom
of each bar indicates the number of best instances, and the top of each bar indicates the number of second-best instances.

To visually demonstrate the performance and the stability of different algorithms, IGD values are presented in
Figure 6 where the x-axis and y-axis present the number of independent runs and the IGD value obtained for each run,
respectively. It can be observed that IGD values of MaOPSO-CA among 20 independent runs are better than its peer
competitors over MaF08, MaF09, MaF11, and MaF13.

The solutions obtained by IDMOPSO, CCMaPSO, FDEAII, VMEF, DEAGNG, and MaOPSO-CA are plotted in
Figure 7 and Figure 8 to visualize the convergence and diversity, where the example is MaF14 and MaF15 with 15
objectives. The geometric MaF 14 is linear, partially separable, and large-scale. For MaF 15, the geometric feature of the
true PF is convex, partially separable, and large-scale. Specifically, the approximated PF is plotted by the blue color. As
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Figure 6: The IGD curves of IDMOPSO, CCMaPSO, FDEAII, VMEF, DEAGNG, and MaOPSO-CA for MaF08, MaF09,
MaF11, and MaF13 with 15 objectives

Figure 7 (f), the MaOPSO-CA archives a good balance between diversity and convergence. In other words, MaOPSO-
CA is able to provide solutions that cover the true PF as much as possible while approximating the Pareto-optimal
solutions. Figure 7 (a) and 7 (b) present the PF of IDMOPSO and CCMaOPSO, which show the bad performance of
these two algorithms. For solutions found by FDEAII, VMEF, and DEAGNG (Figure 7 (c), Figure 7 (d), and Figure 7
(e)) cannot achieve a good distribution among the True PF.

It can be concluded from Figure 8 that the solution set obtained by MaOPSO-CA is the most similar to the
true Pareto of MaF15. In general, the proposed MaOPSO-CA can achieve a good balance between convergence and
diversity.
4.6. Ablation study

To get a better understanding of how the incorporation of IGD and MAS improves the performance of our
algorithm, we conduct an experiment of four variants with the different combinations of components:

• Multi-swarm MaPSO (MaPSO-MS),
• Multi-swarm MaPSO combined with MAS (MaPSO-MAS),
• MaPSO-MAS with IGD-based leader selection (MaPSO-LS),
• MaPSO-MAS with IGD-based updating archive (MaPSO-UA).

The comparison results of MaOPSO-CA and its four variants are illustrated in Table 8 in terms of IGD metric on 4 MaF
problems: MaF01, MaF08, MaF10, and MaF13. The mean value of IGD is outlined above the standard deviation of over
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Figure 7: PF obtained by IDMOPSO, CCMaPSO, FDEAII, VMEF, DEAGNG, and MaOPSO-CA for the 15-objectives
MaF14

Table 8
IGD Mean and standard deviation for contribution of each component in MaOPSO-CA
M Problem MaPSO-MS MaPSO-MAS MaPSO-LS MaPSO-UA MaOPSO-CA

5

MaF01 5.98E-3(1.0E-3) (+) 5.80E-3(5.87E-4) (+) 6.60e-3(7.63E-4) (+) 6.70E-3(4.16E-4) (+) 1.65E-3(1.15E-4)
MaF08 5.93E-3(2.60E-4) (+) 8.49E-4(3.84E-5) (+) 8.19E-4(3.18E-5) (+) 5.65E-3(8.95E-4) (+) 1.73E-4(5.99E-6)
MaF10 8.44E-3(4.71E-4) (+) 7.91E-3(1.31E-4) (+) 8.14E-3(2.07E-4) (+) 7.99E-3(1.45E-4) (+) 7.12E-3(2.86E-4)
MaF13 7.44E-3(9.9E-4) + 3.64E-3( 2.6E-4) (+) 3.62E-3( 3.1E-4) (+) 3.56E-3( 3.2E-4) (+) 3.17E-3(2.3E-4)
Rank 4.5 2.75 3.25 3.5 1.0

10

MaF01 8.56E-3(6.81E-4) (+) 7.73E-3(4.8E-4) (+) 9.16E-3(5.66E-4) (+) 8.97E-3(9.19E-4) (+) 4.20E-3(3.61E-4)
MaF08 7.77E-3(3.9E-4) (+) 9.19E-4(2.1E-5) (+) 8.97E-4(1.9E-5) (+) 7.59E-3(5.1E-4) (+) 2.68E-4(8.3E-5)
MaF10 8.86E-3(3.68E-4) (+) 8.46E-3(2.46E-4) (+) 8.77E-3(3.58E-4) (+) 8.66E-3(2.66E-4) (+) 7.76E-3(4.10E-4)
MaF13 1.02E-2(2.1E-3) (+) 4.17E-3(3.6E-4) (+) 4.15E-3(5.3E-4) + 4.06E-3(4.6E-4) (+) 4.00E-3(5.5E-4)
Rank 4.5 2.75 3.5 3.25 1.0

20 independent runs. In addition, the row denoted as "Rank" summarize the average ranking of algorithms generated by
the Friedman Test. In general, the effectiveness of a combination of different components is experimentally justified, as
it enhanced our MaOPSO-CA performance. The superiority of MaOPSO-CA is also demonstrated statistically through
the Friedman test.

Firstly, it is observed MaPSO-MAS outperforms MaPSO-MS on different test problems. Recall that the difference
between MaPSO-MS and MaPSO-MAS lies in using MAS as a modeling method. Therefore, it can be confirmed that
modeling multi-swarm as MAS can achieve a better result than multi-swarm. Based on these results, it can be concluded
that the exchange of information based on automated negotiation has an advantage in improving exploration ability.
This leads the MaPSO-MAS to outperform the multi-swarm based MaPSO over MaF01, MaF08, MaF10, and MaF13
with linear, concave, and mixed PF shape, respectively. Secondly, when comparing the MaPSO-LS with MaPSO-
MAS, MaPSO-LS is the best performer on different problems, showing the impact of IGD-based leader selection in
ameliorating the evolutionary process. Thirdly, by further comparing the MaPSO-UA with MaPSO-MAS, the results
show also the advantage of IGD to keep the best solutions in terms of both convergence and diversity in the archive.
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Figure 8: PF obtained by IDMOPSO, CCMaPSO, FDEAII, VMEF, DEAGNG, and MaOPSO-CA for the 15-objectives
MaF15

In fact, combining two effective components: MAS and archive updating based on IGD indicator have an advantage
in not only improving the exploration but also maintaining a good balance between convergence and diversity.

In summary, the above experimental results have justified that MAS, IGD-based selection, and IGD-based archiving
contribute to enhancing the performance of MaOPSO-CA.

5. Application of MaOPSO-CA on the Constrained Water Resource Management Problem
In this section, the water resource management (WRM) problem with 5 objectives is used to prove the ability of

the proposed algorithm to deal with real-world problems. The problem description is provided in Section 4 of the
supplementary material. The reference sets for this problem are provided in [34], where the numbers of reference
points are 6725. The proposed algorithm MaOPSO-CA is compared with MaOEA-MS that was recently proposed in
[35] and also with NSGA-III, DCNSGA-III, and RVEA algorithms, respectively.
5.1. Results analysis

The comparison results of MaOPSO-CA and its peer competitors, including NSGA-III, DCNSGA-III, RVEA,
MaOEA-MS are presented in Table 9 in terms of IGD and HV metrics over 20 independent runs. The obtained solution
set by five algorithms is plotted in Figure 9 to visualize the diversity and convergence, in which the x-axis presents the
objective number (Dimension No), and the y-axis presents their corresponding objective value.

Specifically, the best IGD and HV values are highlighted in bold face with a gray background. In fact, the results
of compared algorithms are originated from [35].

The results indicate that the MaOPSO-CA is the best performer with respect to IGD results. Where the MaOEA-
MS is the best algorithm according to HV value. As shown in Figure 9, NSGA-III, DCNSGA-III and MaOEA-MS
have comparable performance with respect to the convergence and diversity of their PFs. While the RVEA algorithm
has a poor convergence to the true PF. Moreover, the proposed MaOPSO-CA is able to produce approximation sets
converging to the true PF with well-diversity solutions. To this end, convergence and diversity are better than the other
algorithms.
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Figure 9: Solutions obtained by NSGA-III, DCNSGA-III, RVEA, MaOEA-MS [35] and the proposed MaOPSO-CA on WRM
problem, where the green lines are the reference solutions.

Table 9
Mean values and standard deviation of IGD and HV obtained by compared algorithms on WRM problem

Metric State-of-the art MaOEAs [35] Proposed
NSGA-III DCNSGA-III RVEA MaOEA-MS MaOPSO-CA

IGD 3.0600e+4 (3.68e + 3) 3.0933e+4 (4.77e+3) 1.6350e+5 (2.60e+4) 2.2383e+4 (1.53e+3) 1.2102e-4 (1.89e-05)
HV 1.0740e+26 (2.43e+23) 1.0731e+26 (3.24e+23) 9.1083e+25 (2.95e+24) 1.0816e+26 (1.63e+23) 7.6784e-01(7.21e-03)

6. Time complexity analysis
In this section, we compare the CPU time and memory of different algorithms. The two large-scale MaOPs: MaF14

and MaF15 are selected. The number of decision variables is 100, 200, and 300 for 5, 10, and 15 objectives respectively.
The population size is set to 210 for 5 objectives, 275 for 10 objectives, and 135 for 15 objectives. Each algorithm is
run 20 times independently for each test function. Experiments are carried out on a PC Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-9300HF
CPU @ 2.40 GHz and 16 GB RAM. The summarized CPU times (seconds) are presented in Table 10.

The proposed algorithm takes more time than CCMaPSO, NSGAIII, and MOEA/D algorithms, and is slightly
higher than MaOPSOs as depicted in Table 10. Actually, thanks to the high evolution of processing technology (GPU,
TPU), it is possible nowadays to solve large-scale problems such as the optimization of deep learning model trainable
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parameters for computer vision task [40] [5] or medical applications [36] [1]. The complexity of algorithms is easy to
deal with, but there is a need for high-quality performance. Based on our findings, we can conclude that the proposed
MaOPSO-CA is suitable for problems sensitive to performance where time is not an important issue.

Table 10
CPU time (seconds) of the proposed MaOPSO-CA and compared algorithms.

M IDMOPSO [25] CCMaPSO [10] FDEAII [29] VMEF [28] DEAGNG [21] MaOPSO-CA
MaF14

5 1.1268e+6 1.8977e+1 6.9771e+0 1.1989e+1 1.7719e+1 1.2819e+6
10 1.0775e+5 6.2900e+1 9.4845e+0 1.3950e+1 1.6872e+1 1.5421e+6
15 1.3986e+6 1.1690e+2 5.6025e+0 2.0290e+1 3.1328e+1 8.7859e+5

MaF15
5 1.1774e+6 1.4926e+1 4.8893e+0 1.1025e+1 6.3019e+0 8.4447e+5
10 1.0775e+5 5.6850e+1 5.5890e+0 1.3317e+1 1.0136e+1 2.3186e+6
15 3.7941e+4 1.2361e+2 3.3856e+0 1.9862e+1 4.8817e+1 1.0226e+6

While our novel algorithm achieves good performance in different problems which are DTLZ, WFG, and MaF as
well as a real-world problem, it is limed in terms of runtime. Each component of the proposed MaOPSO-CA contributes
to the improvement of the global performance, but it takes more time for the final response in comparison with peer
competitors. Therefore, we advocate the use of our algorithm in the context where performance is the main objective
and time is not a requirement at a high level.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, the MaOPSO-CA algorithm has been proposed to deal with MaOPs. Specifically, the IGD indicator

is investigated for leader selection in order to lead the entire swarm toward the PF by achieving a trade-off between
convergence and diversity. Further, the IGD is used as an archiving method to save the best optimal solutions found
in the search. Two key innovative ingredients characterize our proposed MaOPSO-CA. First, the multi-swarm is
used to maintain better diversity in the search and decrease the complexity required for solving MaOPs. Second, a
multi-agent system is introduced to ensure cooperation and improve knowledge sharing among sub-swarms through
a newly proposed KS-MNA strategy. Our findings showed that this enhanced exploitation within each sub-swarm,
and exploration among sub-swarms. In summary, the proposed IGD-based selection and MAS design strategies have
effectively improved the performance of the new algorithm. To validate our proposed MaOPSO-CA, a series of well-
designed experiments are performed over three widely used benchmark test suites with up to twenty objectives. The
obtained results in comparison with recent works indicate that the new algorithm is competitive in dealing with many-
objective optimization problems. Finally, the application of MaOPSO-CA to a challenging real-world MaOPs problem,
notably water resource management, achieved very encouraging results.

For future work, we will focus mainly on three key aspects in order to address the current limitations of our
approach: (1) consider more complex optimization problems with different PF shapes, in particular a mixed one,
(2) realize a detailed theoretical analysis of our proposed algorithm’s stability and convergence behavior in order to
theoretically analyze its attainable performance, and (3) to investigate community detection as a challenging real-world
problem, which is gaining growing attention for analysis of social networks. Novel integration of MaOPs with guided
policy search approaches will also be explored in this context.
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